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We consider the regular SturmLiouville problem y"& py+(*+q(u&*)) y=0,
which contains the eigenvalue parameter rationally. Under certain assumptions on
p, q, and u it is shown that the spectrum of the problem consists of a continuous
component (the range of the function u), discrete eigenvalues, and possibly a finite
number of embedded eigenvalues. In the considered situation the continuous spectrum
is absolutely continuous, and explicit formulas for the spectral density and the
corresponding Fourier transform are given.  2001 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we consider the differential equation
y"(x)& p(x) y(x)+\*+ q(x)u(x)&*+ y(x)=0 (1)
on the interval [0, 1] with the boundary conditions
y(0)=0, y(1)=0. (2)
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Here p, q, and u are real functions on [0, 1] which are always supposed to
satisfy the conditions
p, q # L1(0, 1), u # L(0, 1), q(x)0 for x # [0, 1]. (3)
These conditions will be sharpened in Sections 46. Spectral problems of
this type arise, e.g., as HainLu st equations in some questions of magneto-
hydrodynamics; see, e.g., [2, 5, 11, 12]. The new feature compared with
classical SturmLiouville problems is that the eigenvalue parameter *
occurs in the differential equation (1) rationally and that the coefficient of
the function y becomes singular if * belongs to the range of the function u.
It is well known that the problem (1), (2) can be transformed into a
classical *-linear spectral problem for the block operator matrix
\ A- q
- q
u + ,
where A is the operator given by Ay :=&y"+ py and the boundary condi-
tions (2) in L2(0, 1). The closure A of this block operator matrix is a
self-adjoint operator in the product Hilbert space H :=L2(0, 1)L2(0, 1).
The aim of this note is to define the spectral measure of the problem (1),
(2); to give an explicit expression for it by means of solutions of the
differential equation (1); and to establish the corresponding Fourier trans-
form and expansion formulas.
Recall (see [12]) that the spectrum of the problem (1), (2) consists of a
sequence of eigenvalues, tending to +, of an essential spectrum, which is,
roughly speaking, the range of the function u and hence bounded, and,
possibly, of eigenvalues which are not larger than
; :=ess sup
x # [0, 1]
u(x).
Since the operator A is self-adjoint in the large Hilbert space H , its
eigenvectors and ‘‘generalized eigenvectors’’ form a complete system in this
large space. For the original spectral problem (1), (2) this means that a
twofold completeness property holds in the space L2(0, 1) as defined by
Keldysh in the case of a discrete spectrum. As a consequence, a function
f # L2(0, 1) admits infinitely many expansions in eigenfunctions of the problem
(1), (2). They are obtained from the first components of the expansions of
all the functions f =( f1f2 ) with the given function f1= f at the first compo-
nent, the second component f2 being arbitrary. If all the eigenvalues of the
operator A are larger than ;, then the eigenfunctions of the problem (1),
(2) corresponding to the eigenvalues to the right of ; form a Riesz basis of
the space L2(0, 1) (cf. [1]), and hence among all the expansions of the
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function f # L2(0, 1) there is a unique one in the eigenfunctions of this Riesz
basis.
In Section 2 the operators and a TitchmarshWeyl coefficient for the
problem (1), (2) are introduced. In Section 3 the spectral measure _ of this
problem is defined and an isomorphism between a subspace H 0 of H and
the space L2_ is established such that the restriction of the operator A to
this subspace corresponds to the operator of multiplication by the inde-
pendent variable in L2_ . Starting from Section 4 we suppose that the
function u is increasing and satisfies together with its inverse function a
Lipschitz condition and that p, q # L(0, 1), qq0>0. Then we show the
existence of a fundamental system of solutions of the differential equation
(1) which has much in common with the fundamental system of solutions
which is known to exist if the coefficient functions are analytic. By means
of these functions in Section 5 the density of the absolutely continuous part
of _ can be represented (Theorem 5.1). It is shown that _ does not have
a singular continuous component and that the operator A is unitarily
equivalent to the operator of multiplication by the independent variable in
L2_ , that is, that the subspace H 0 coincides with H (Theorem 5.3). An
explicit form of the Fourier transform which establishes this unitary
equivalence is given in Section 6. In these formulas the ‘‘generalized eigen-
functions’’ corresponding to the points of the continuous spectrum of A
play an important role. In Section 6 also, corresponding formulas are given
if the space L2_ is replaced by the reproducing kernel Hilbert space of the
TitchmarshWeyl coefficient of the problem.
2. PRELIMINARIES: THE LINEARIZATION AND THE
TITCHMARSHWEYL COEFFICIENT
First we associate some operators with the eigenvalue problem (1), (2).
Let A be the self-adjoint operator
A y :=&y"+ p y (4)
in the Hilbert space L2 :=L2(0, 1) with domain
D(A) :=[ y # L2 : y, y$ # AC, &y"+ p y # L2, y(0)= y(1)=0],
where AC is the set of absolutely continuous functions on the interval
[0, 1]. We introduce the non-negative function v(x) :=- q(x) and denote
by u and v also the operators of multiplication by these functions in L2
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with their maximal domains L2 and D(v). Let H :=H1 H2 , H1=H2=L2,
and define A as the closure of the operator given by the matrix
\Av
v
u+ (5)
in the space H with domain D(A)D(v). It follows from [4] that the
operator A is self-adjoint with domain
D(A )={\ y1y2+ # H : y1+(A&z)&1 v y2 # D(A) for some non-real z=
={\ y1y2+ # H : y1 , y$1 # AC, Ay1+vy2 # L2, y1(0)= y1(1)=0= ,
(6)
where (A&z)&1 v denotes the closure of the operator (A&z)&1 v, and that
_ess(A )=_ess(u)=C"\(u).
The resolvent set of the operator of multiplication by u is
\(u)=[‘ # C : ess inf
x # [0, 1]
|u(x)&‘|>0].
For z # \(u) we define the operator
L(z) y :=y"& p y+\z+ qu&z+ y
in the Hilbert space L2 with domain
D(L(z)) :=[ y # L2 : y, y$ # AC, L(z) y # L2, y(0)= y(1)=0].
Recall that z0 # \(u) is called an eigenvalue of the operator pencil or
operator function L, if there exists a y0 # D(L(z0)), y0 {0, such that
L(z0) y0=0; then y0 is a corresponding eigenfunction.
With (6) it is easily seen that the eigenvalues of L and A in \(u) coincide.
Moreover, if y0 is an eigenfunction of L to the eigenvalue z0 # \(u), then
\
y0
&
v
u&z0
y0+
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is an eigenvector of the operator A . For z # \(A ) the resolvent of A is the
block matrix operator
(A &z)&1=\ &L(z)
&1
(u&z)&1 vL(z)&1
L(z)&1 v(u&z)&1
(u&z)&1&(u&z)&1 vL(z)&1 v(u&z)&1+ .
Next we define a TitchmarshWeyl coefficient for the problem (1), (2) as
in [12]. To this end we introduce for z # \(u) the functions .(x; z), (x; z)
as the solutions of the differential equation (1) with the initial conditions
.(0; z)=1, .$(0; z)=0,
(7)
(0; z)=0, $(0; z)=1.
If x # [0, 1] is fixed, these functions depend holomorphically on the
parameter z. The TitchmarshWeyl coefficient m(z) of the problem (1), (2)
is given by the relation
m(z)=&
.(1; z)
(1; z)
,
that is, the function /(x; z)=.(x; z)+m(z) (x; z) satisfies the given
boundary condition for the right end point, /(1; z)=0.
If z # \(u) is an eigenvalue of L, then ( } ; z) is a corresponding eigen-
function and the TitchmarshWeyl coefficient m has a pole at z. The
Wronskian of  and / is
W(, /)(x; z)=(x; z) /$(x; z)&$(x; z) /(x; z)
=(x; z)(.$(x; z)+m(z) $(x; z))
&$(x; z)(.(x; z)+m(z) (x; z))
=(x; z) .$(x; z)&$(x; z) .(x; z)#&1.
The operator L(z)&1 can be written as an integral operator
(L(z)&1y)(x)=|
1
0
G(x, !; z) y(!) d! (8)
with the Green’s function
G(x, !; z) :=&{(x; z) /(!; z),/(x; z) (!; z),
x!
x!.
(9)
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We introduce the operator
A 0 :=\A0
0
u+
and consider A as a perturbation of A 0 . For the definition of nuclear
operators or trace class operators we refer the reader to [8, 6].
Proposition 2.1. For non-real z the operators
L(z)&1 and (A &z)&1&(A 0&z)&1
are trace class operators.
Proof. For the kernel G(x, !; z) in (9) we have G(0, !; z)=0, and the
function (Gx)(x, !; z) is bounded on [0, 1]_[0, 1]. The operator
L(z)&1 can be written as a product L(z)&1=JK of the operator
(Jf )(x) :=|
x
0
f (!) d!
and the integral operator K with kernel (Gx)(x, !; z). Both operators
are integral operators with bounded kernels, hence they are Hilbert
Schmidt operators, which implies that their product L(z)&1 is a trace class
operator. Setting q#0 we find that (A&z)&1 is also a trace class operator.
The operator (A &z)&1&(A 0&z)&1 can be written as
\&JK&(A&z)
&1
(u&z)&1 vJK
JKv(u&z)&1
&(u&z)&1 vJKv(u&z)&1+ .
Since v # L2, the operators Kv and vJ are HilbertSchmidt operators. So all
the entries of this block operator matrix are trace class operators. K
A theorem of Kato and Rosenblum (cf. [8, Theorem 4.12]) now implies
that the wave operators W\(A , A 0) exist and are complete. In particular,
we get the following
Corollary 2.1. The absolutely continuous parts of the operator A in H
and of the operator of multiplication by u in L2 are unitarily equivalent.
3. AN ISOMORPHISM
In this section we use some formal calculations with $0 , the Dirac
delta distribution. It is understood in the sense that 10 y $0 dx= y(0) if
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the function y is right-continuous at 0 and that 10 y $$0 dx=&y$(0+) if the
function y is continuously differentiable in a right neighborhood of zero
with a one-sided derivative in 0. The resulting relations can also be verified
without using $0 . Define
d :=\&$$00 + , r~ z(x) :=((A &z)&1 d )(x)=\
/(x; z)
&
v(x)
u(x)&z
/(x; z)+ . (10)
The last equality sign follows from the relations
\(A &z)&1 \&$$00 ++ (x)=\
(L(z)&1 $$0)(x)
&
v(x)
u(x)&z
(L(z)&1 $$0)(x)+
and
(L(z)&1 $$0)(x)=|
1
0
G(x, !; z) $$0(!) d!=/(x; z) $(0; z)=/(x; z).
Lemma 3.1. For z, ‘ # C"R the relations
m(z)=((A &z)&1 d , d ), (11)
(r~ z , r~ ‘)=
m(z)&m(‘)
z&‘
, (12)
and
(A &z)&1 r~ ‘=
r~ z&r~ ‘
z&‘
(13)
hold.
Proof. For z, ‘ # C"R we have
((A &z)&1 d , d )=\\ /( } ; z)&(u&z)&1 v/( } ; z)+ , \
&$$0
0 ++
=&|
1
0
/(x; z) $$0(x) dx=/$(0; z)=m(z).
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Further,
(r~ z , r~ ‘)=\\ /( } ; z)&(u&z)&1 v/( } ; z)+ , \
/( } ; ‘)
&(u&‘)&1 v/( } ; ‘)++
=(/( } ; z), /( } ; ‘))+(q(u&z)&1 (u&‘ )&1 /( } ; z), /( } ; ‘))
=(z&‘ )&1 |
1
0 \z&‘ +
q(x)
u(x)&z
&
q(x)
u(x)&‘ + /(x; z) /(x; ‘) dx
=(z&‘ )&1 |
1
0
[(&/"(x; z)+ p(x) /(x; z)) /(x; ‘)
+/(x; z)(/"(x; ‘)& p(x) /(x; ‘))] dx
=(z&‘ )&1 (&/$(x; z) /(x; ‘)+/(x; z) /$(x; ‘))| 1
0
=(z&‘ )&1 (/$(0; z) /(0; ‘)&/(0; z) /$(0; ‘))=
m(z)&m(‘)
z&‘
.
The relation (13) is a direct consequence of the resolvent identity. K
The relation (11) means that m is the so-called d -resolvent of A with the
generalized element d . A complex valued function m is a Nevanlinna
function if it is defined and holomorphic in C"R and has the properties
m(z )=m(z),
Im m(z)
Im z
0, z # C"R.
Such a Nevanlinna function admits an integral representation
m(z)=a+bz+|

& \
1
t&z
&
t
1+t2+ d_(t) (14)
with a # R, b0, and a measure _ on R such that & d_(t)(1+t
2)<.
Proposition 3.1. The TitchmarshWeyl coefficient m is a Nevanlinna
function with a representation (14) where a=Re m(i )=&Re(.(1; i )(1; i ))
and b=0.
Proof. Relation (12) implies for z # C"R that
Im m(z)
Im z
=&r~ z&2>0,
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hence m is a Nevanlinna function. The formula for a in (14) is easily
verified. In order to prove b=0 we observe that (see [9, (S1.1.5)])
b= lim
’Z
Im m(i’)
’
= lim
’Z
&r~ i’&2.
According to (13),
r~ z=(z&‘)(A &z)&1 r~ ‘+r~ ‘ ,
and since (z&‘)(A &z)&1  &I strongly if z=i’, ’Z, it follows that
r~ i’  0 if ’Z, and hence b=0. K
The absence of the z-linear term in the representation (14) is due to the
fact that A is an operator and not a relation (i.e., a multi-valued operator).
The measure _ in the representation (17) of the TitchmarshWeyl coef-
ficient is called the spectral measure of the boundary eigenvalue problem
(1), (2). In the following, roughly speaking, by means of a Fourier trans-
form an isomorphism between the operator A in H and the operator of
multiplication by the independent variable in the space L2_ will be established.
Denote
H 0 :=c.l.s. [r~ z: z # C"R], (15)
where c.l.s. stands for closed linear span.
Evidently, this subspace of H reduces the operator A . We shall establish
an isometry between H 0 and L2_ . To this end we define an operator F on
the linear span of the elements r~ z , z # C"R, by the relation
(Fr~ z)(t)=
1
t&z
, z # C"R. (16)
It is an isometry since
(r~ z , r~ ‘)=
m(z)&m(‘)
z&‘
=|

&
1
(t&z)(t&‘ )
d_(t)=\ 1}&z ,
1
}&‘+L _2 .
The extension of F to H 0 by continuity will also be denoted by F.
Theorem 3.1. The mapping F: H 0 [ L2_ , defined by (16), is an isometry
from H 0 onto L2_ . Under this isometry the operator A |H 0 & D(A ) in H 0 is unitarily
equivalent to the operator of multiplication by the independent variable in L2_ .
Proof. The operator F is surjective since the linear span of the functions
1( }&z), z # C"R, is dense in L2_ . The unitary equivalence of the operator
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A |H 0 & D(A ) to the operator of multiplication by the independent variable in
L2_ follows from the relation
F ((A &z)&1 r~ ‘)(t)=F \r~ z&r~ ‘z&‘ + (t)=
1
z&‘ \
1
t&z
&
1
t&‘+
=
1
t&z
}
1
t&‘
=
1
t&z
(Fr~ ‘)(t). K
Under stronger assumptions about p, q, and u the isometry F is defined
on the whole space H . This will be shown in Theorem 5.3.
4. A FUNDAMENTAL SYSTEM OF SOLUTIONS
In order to find an explicit expression for the spectral density in the next
section, a special fundamental system of solutions of the differential equation
(1) is needed. If the functions p, q, and u are analytic, then the existence of
such a system of solutions is well known. Here we shall not suppose that
these functions are analytic, but we always assume in this section that the
following conditions (iiii) about the real functions p, q, and u on [0, 1]
are fulfilled.
(i) p, q # L(0, 1);
(ii) u is increasing and there exist positive numbers d1 , d2 such that
d1 |x2&x1 | |u(x2)&u(x1)|d2 |x2&x1 |, x1 , x2 # [0, 1];
(iii) q(x)q0>0, x # [0, 1].
The assumption (ii) implies that u is absolutely continuous and that in
almost every point x # [0, 1] the derivative u$(x) exists and has the
property 0<d1u$(x)d2 . Sufficient for (iiii) are the conditions
p, q # C([0, 1]), u # C1([0, 1]), and q(x)>0, u$(x)>0 for x # [0, 1].
Denote
r(x; z) :=z& p(x)+
q(x)
u(x)&z
, (17)
which for z=* is the coefficient of y in the differential equation (1).
Further, set
[:, ;] :=[u(0), u(1)](=_ess(A ))
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and
0 :=[z=*+i= : * # [:, ;], |=|1],
0+ :=[z=*+i= : * # [:, ;], 0<=1].
We define with the inverse function u&1 of u,
x* :=u&1(*), * # [:, ;]. (18)
Then also x* is an absolutely continuous function of * and
dx*
d*
=
1
u$(x*)
. (19)
If f is a continuously differentiable function, a zero ! of f is called simple
if f $(!){0.
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that the conditions (iiii) are satisfied. If z # 0,
then for *=Re z the initial-value problem
y"(x)+r(x; z) y(x)=0
(20)
y(x*)=0, y$(x*)=1
has a unique solution y= g( } ; z). This solution g( } ; z) and its derivative
g$( } ; z) depend continuously on the parameter z (with respect to the norm of
C([0, 1])). If z is nonreal then x* is a simple zero of the function g( } ; z), and
this function has no other zeros in [0, 1]. If * # [:, ;] then the function
g( } ; *) is real, x* is a simple zero of the function g( } ; *), and there exists a
$>0, which is independent of *, such that g(x; *){0 for x # [0, 1] &
[x*&$, x*+$], x{x* .
Proof. The problem (20) is equivalent to the integral equation
y(x)=x&x*&|
x
x*
(x&t) r(t; z) y(t) dt.
With y(x)=(x&x*) w(x; z) we get the following equation for w:
w(x; z)=1&|
x
x*
x&t
x&x*
r(t; z)(t&x*) w(t; z) dt. (21)
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The kernel
K(x, t; z) :={
x&t
x&x*
r(t; z)(t&x*)
0
if xtx* or x*tx,
otherwise
(22)
of the integral operator in Eq. (21) is uniformly bounded for z # 0,
|K(x, t; z)|max
z # 0
|z|+| p(t)|+
q(t)
|u(t)&*|
|t&x* |
max(- :2+1, - ;2+1)+ess sup
! # [0, 1] \ | p(!)|+
q(!)
d1 +=: M.
If (xn , zn)  (x0 , z0) in [0, 1]_0, then K(xn , t; zn)  K(x0 , t; z0) for
almost all t # [0, 1]. With the dominated convergence theorem and the
uniform estimate for the kernel we obtain that for each function f #
C([0, 1]_0) the function
(K f )(x; z) :=|
x
x*
K(x, t; z) f (t; z) dt (23)
is continuous on [0, 1]_0 and
|(K f )(x; z)|M & f &C |x&x* |, (24)
where & }&C denotes the maximum norm. Therefore K is a bounded
operator on C([0, 1]_0) with &K &CM. By induction we get
|(K nf )(x; z)|
M n & f &C |x&x* | n
n!
(25)
and
&K n&C
Mn
n!
.
It follows that the operator I+K is invertible in C([0, 1]_0) and that its
inverse admits a representation as a Neumann series which converges with
respect to the operator norm
(I+K )&1= :

n=0
(&1)n K n.
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Moreover, the following estimates are valid:
|((I+K )&1 f )(x; z)|eM |x&x* | & f &C , &(I+K )&1&CeM.
If we apply (I+K )&1 to w0(x; z) :=1, we get the unique solution
w(x; z) :=((I+K )&1 w0 )(x; z) (26)
of (21) which is a function in C([0, 1]_0). It satisfies the uniform
estimate
|w(x; z)|eM |x&x* |, z # 0. (27)
The function g(x; z) :=(x&x*) w(x; z) is the unique solution of the initial-
value problem (20). From the relation
g$(x; z)=1&|
x
x*
r(t; z)(t&x*) w(t; z) dt
it also follows that g$ # C([0, 1]_0). Since K(x, t; *) is real for * # [:, ;],
g(x; *) also is real.
Assume that g(x^; z)=0 for some nonreal z and x^<x* . Then z is an
eigenvalue of the operator defined analogously to A but in L2(x^, x*)
L2(x^, x*) and with Dirichlet boundary conditions at x^ and x* . Since this
operator is self-adjoint, it has no nonreal eigenvalue, a contradiction.
From (21) and (27) we find for each * # [:, ;] and x>x* ,
|w(x; *)|1&|
x
x*
|K(x, t; *)| } |w(t; *)| dt1&|
x
x*
MeM(t&x* ) dt
=2&eM(x&x* ).
Therefore w(x; *){0 for x # [x* , x*+(ln 2)M) & [0, 1]. In the same way
it follows that w(x; *){0 for x # (x*&(ln 2)M, x*] & [0, 1]. So we can
choose e.g. $ :=(ln 2)(2M). K
Remark. The theorem remains valid for an arbitrary function r(x)
(instead of r(x; z)) such that the function (x&x*) r(x) belongs to L1. This
is the case, e.g., if p, q # L1 and |u(x2)&u(x1)|d1 |x2&x1 |.
Define the function
#(*) :=
q(x*)
u$(x*)
(28)
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which belongs to L(:, ;). The following theorem now guarantees the
existence of a second solution of the differential equation, which is linearly
independent of g.
Theorem 4.2. Suppose that the conditions (iiii) are satisfied. If z # 0+,
there exists a solution h( } ; z) of the differential equation (1) which is linearly
independent of g( } ; z). If x # [0, 1] is fixed, the values h(x; z), h$(x; z)
depend continuously on z for z # 0+. Moreover, for almost every * # [:, ;]
there exists a function 3(x; *) such that the following relation holds:
lim
=z0
h(x; *+i=)={g(x; *) 3(x; *)g(x; *)(3(x; *)+i?#(*))
if x<x* ,
if x>x* .
(29)
The function g( } ; *) 3( } ; *) is real and continuous on [0, 1]; it is a solution
of (1) for x{x* and has the property
g(x; *) 3(x; *)=&1+O((x&x*) log |x&x* | ), x  x* . (30)
Proof. In order to find a solution h( } ; z) of (1) which is linearly inde-
pendent of g( } ; z), we write h( } ; z)= g( } ; z) {( } ; z) for z # 0+. The Wronskian
of the functions g and h,
W(g, h)(x; z)= g(x; z) h$(x; z)& g$(x; z) h(x; z)= g(x; z)2 {$(x; z),
does not depend on x since there is no first derivative y$ in the differential
equation. So we can set W(g, h)#1, which yields
{$(x; z)=
1
g(x; z)2
, x # [0, 1].
With the number $ from Theorem 4.1 we have w(x; *)= g(x; *)(x&x*)
{0 if x # [x*&$, x*+$]. First, fix *0 # [:, ;] and set !1 :=x*0&$2,
!2 :=x*0+$2. If * # [u(x*0&$4), u(x*0+$4)]=: [*1 , *2] the function
w( } ; *) has no zero in the interval [!1 , !2], and x* # (!1 , !2). In the follow-
ing we choose z=*+i= with * # [*1 , *2] and 0<=1.
For x # [!1 , x*), the solution h( } ; z) which fulfills the initial conditions
h(!1 ; z)=0 and h$(!1 ; z)=1g(!1 ; z) can be written as follows:
h(x; z)=g(x; z) {(x; z)=g(x; z) |
x
!1
1
g(t; z)2
dt
=g(x; z) _|
x
!1 \
1
g(t; z)2
&
1
(t&x*)2+ dt&
1
x&x*
+
1
!1&x*& . (31)
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Since the integrand in the last line has no singularity at t=x* , it is a
solution for x # [!1 , !2]. If x is fixed, this solution depends continuously on
the parameter z.
In order to investigate the limit for =  0, we rewrite the last integral in
(31) as
|
x
!1 \
1
g(t; z)2
&
1
(t&x*)2+ dt
=|
x
!1
1&w(t; z)2
(t&x*)2 w(t; z)2
dt
=|
x
!1
(1&w(t; z))[(1&w(t; z))(1+2w(t; z))+2w(t; z)2]
(t&x*)2 w(t; z)2
dt
=|
x
!1
(1&w(t; z))2
(t&x*)2 w(t; z)2
(1+2w(t; z)) dt+|
x
!1
2(1&w(t; z))
(t&x*)2
dt.
The first integrand on the right-hand side is bounded since from (21), (24),
and (27) it follows that
}1&w(t; z)t&x* }
M |t&x* | eM |t&x* |
|t&x* |
MeM.
Therefore the first integral depends continuously on z also for &1=1,
and it is real for real z. Using (21) and integration by parts, the second
integral can be rewritten as
|
x
!1
2(1&w(t; z))
(t&x*)2
dt=|
x
!1
2
(t&x*)3 |
t
x*
(t&s) r(s; z)(s&x*) w(s; z) ds dt
=&
1
(t&x*)2 |
t
x*
(t&s) r(s; z)(s&x*) w(s; z) ds }
x
t=!1
+|
x
!1
1
(t&x*)2 |
t
x*
r(s; z)(s&x*) w(s; z) ds dt
=&
1
(t&x*)2 |
t
x*
(t&s) r(s; z)(s&x*) w(s; z) ds }
x
t=!1
&
1
t&x* |
t
x*
r(s; z)(s&x*) w(s; z) ds }
x
t=!1
+|
x
!1
r(t; z)(w(t; z)&1) dt+|
x
!1
(z& p(t)) dt
+|
x
!1
q(t)
u(t)&z
dt.
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All the integrals but the last one are bounded also for =  0. We write
{(x; z)=&
1
x&x*
+{1(x; z)+{2(x; z) (32)
where
{2(x; z) :=|
x
0
q(t)
u(t)&z
dt (33)
and {1(x; z) is continuous in z also for 0=1, and it is real for real z.
Since the differential equation (1) has no singularity for x # [0, 1]"[!1 , !2],
the solution h(x; z) can be continued to the whole interval [0, 1] as a function
of x. Also, { and {1 can be defined there, but they have a pole where g vanishes.
Now we consider * 0 {*0 and find a solution h ( } ; z) for z=*+i=,
* # [* 1 , * 2]. Since W(g, h)=W(g, h )#1, for * # [*1 , *2] & [* 1 , * 2] the
difference of the solutions h( } ; z) and h ( } ; z) is a multiple of g( } ; z). But we
can choose h such that h( } ; *+i=)=h ( } ; *+i=) for some * in this intersec-
tion. Since [:, ;] can be covered by finitely many such intervals, a solution
h(x; z) for z # 0+ can be defined in this way which depends continuously
on z.
In order to study the behavior of the solution h( } ; *+i=) for =  0 we
have only to consider {2 . With #(*) from (35) we can write
{2(x; z)=|
x
0
q(t)
u(t)&z
dt=|
u(x)
:
q(x+) \(+)
+&z
d+=|
u(x)
:
#(+)
+&z
d+.
Since # # L(:, ;), it follows (cf. [15, Theorem 5.30]) that for a fixed x
lim
=z0
{2(x; *+i=)={
p.v. |
u(x)
:
#(+)
+&*
d++i?#(*)
|
u(x)
:
#(+)
+&*
d+
for * # [:, u(x)),
for * # (u(x), ;],
(34)
where p.v. denotes the principal value at +=*, and these relations hold for
almost every *. Setting
3(x; *) :=lim
=z0
Re {(x; *+i=) (35)
we get the desired relation (29).
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For x<x* the function g(x; *) 3(x; *) is a solution of the differential
equation. If the limit (34) exists, then the limits
lim
=z0
h(x; *+i=), lim
=z0
h$(x; *+i=)
also exist since W(g, h)#1. The differential equation has no singularity if
x>x* , therefore lim=z0 h(x; *+i=) and also g(x; *) 3(x; *) are solutions
there.
The asymptotic behavior of g(x; *) 3(x; *) follows from (32) and the
estimate
} |
x
0
q(t)
u(t)&*
dt }&q&d1 |
x
0
dt
|t&x* |
=
&q&
d1
(&log |x&x* |+log x*)
for x<x* . For x>x* one has to consider the integral from 1 to x. K
Note that * # [:, ;] is an eigenvalue of the problem (1), (2) if and only
if g(0; *)= g(1; *)=0 because g( } ; *) 3( } ; *) cannot be an eigenfunction
since its first derivative has a logarithmic singularity at x* . If q # C1([0, 1])
and u # C2([0, 1]), the above considerations imply the following asymptotic
formula for x  x* :
g(x; *) 3(x; *)=&1+
q(x*)
u$(x*)
(x&x*) log |x&x* |+O(x&x*). (36)
5. THE SPECTRAL DENSITY
In this section we express the density of the absolutely continuous part
of the spectral measure _ by means of the solutions of the differential
equation from Section 4. To this end, we write the solution h(x; z) from
Theorem 4.2 in the form h(x; z)= g(x; z) {(x; z). It is easy to see that for
nonreal z the functions (x; z) and .(x; z) from (7) can be represented as
(x; z)=g(0; z) g(x; z)({(x; z)&{(0; z)),
.(x; z)=
g(x; z)
g(0; z)
& g$(0; z) g(x; z)({(x; z)&{(0; z))
=
g(x; z)
g(0; z)
&
g$(0; z)
g(0; z)
(x; z).
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Therefore the TitchmarshWeyl coefficient becomes
m(z)=&
.(1; z)
(1; z)
=
g$(0; z)
g(0; z)
&
1
g(0; z)2 ({(1; z)&{(0; z))
.
In the following, the absolutely continuous and singular continuous
components of the spectral measure _ from (14) are to be understood with
respect to the Lebesgue measure.
Theorem 5.1. If the conditions (iiii) are satisfied, then the measure _ in
(14) has no singular continuous component. Its absolutely continuous component
_ac has the density
_$ac(*)={
#(*)
g(0; *)2 ((3(1; *)&3(0; *))2+?2#(*)2)
0
if * # [:, ;],
otherwise;
(37)
it vanishes on the set [* : g(1; *)=0].
Proof. The Stieltjes inversion formula implies
_(1 )=lim
=z0
1
? |1 Im m(*+i=) d* (38)
for each interval 1 with endpoints having _-measure 0. It follows from
[10, Theorem 4.1], that the function g(0; } ) has only a finite number
of zeros, the so-called pseudo-eigenvalues. Let 1/(:, ;) be a closed inter-
val with g(0; *){0 for * # 1. We show that _ is absolutely continuous
on 1.
Since u is Lipschitz continuous and q(x)q0>0, there exists a constant
c such that #(*)c. Choose ’>0 small enough such that for all = # (0, ’)
and * # 1 the following estimates hold:
|Im({1(1; *+i=)&{1(0; *+i=))|
?c
8
,
Arctan
;&*
=
+Arctan
*&:
=

?
4
.
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Then we obtain
|Im({(1; *+i=)&{(0; *+i=))|
Im({2(1; *+i=)&{2(0; *+i=))&|Im({1(1; *+i=)&{1(0; *+i=))|
= |
;
:
#(+)
(+&*)2+=2
d+&
?c
8
c \Arctan ;&*= +Arctan
*&:
= +&
?c
8

?c
8
.
Therefore g(0; *+i=)&1, g$(0; *+i=), and ({(1; *+i=)&{(0; *+i=))&1 are
bounded for = # (0, ’), which implies that m(*+i=) also is bounded for
* # 1 and = # (0, ’). By the dominated convergence theorem it follows that
the measure _ is absolutely continuous on 1, and that its density is
_$ac(*)=lim
=z0
1
?
Im m(*+i=)
=lim
=z0
1
?
Im
&1
g(0; *+i=)2 ({(1; *+i=)&{(0; *+i=))
=
1
g(0; *)2 ?
Im
&1
3(1; *)&3(0; *)+i?#(*)
=
#(*)
g(0; *)2 ((3(1; *)&3(0; *))2+?2#(*)2)
.
This density _$ac can vanish only if 3(1; *) or 3(0; *) is infinite. Since the
term g(0; *) 3(0; *) is always finite, _$ac vanishes only if 3(1; *) is infinite,
which is equivalent to g(1; *)=0. K
In the next theorem the special case that the coefficients in the differential
equation are analytic functions is considered.
Theorem 5.2. If the functions p, q, and u are real analytic, q(x)>0 and
u$(x)>0 for x # [0, 1], then the spectral density _$ac is real analytic for
* # (:, ;).
Proof. For * # (:, ;) the coefficient of y in the differential equation (1)
is analytic and has only a simple pole at x=x* . It follows from the theory
of differential equations with weak singularities that the solution g( } ; *),
which fulfills the initial conditions (20), is analytic. Hence it has a Taylor
expansion with *-dependent coefficients,
g(x; *)= :

n=1
an(*)(x&x*)n.
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Since * appears analytically in the differential equation and the initial
conditions for g depend analytically on * for * # (:, ;), the coefficients an(*)
and therefore also g(x; *) are analytic in *. The relation 3$(x; *)=
1g(x; *)2 implies that 3(x; } ) and # also depend analytically on *. So the
spectral density _$ac is analytic. K
In order to ensure that the TitchmarshWeyl coefficient contains the
complete information about the spectrum of A we assume in the rest of the
paper that the following condition is fulfilled:
(iv) g(1; *){0 a.e. on [:, ;].
This implies that _$ac(*)>0 a.e. on [:, ;]. Sufficient conditions for (iv) are
given in the following proposition. We denote (x)+ :=max(x, 0) for a real
number x.
Proposition 5.1. Each of the following two conditions is sufficient for (iv):
(iv1) u is real analytic on [0, 1].
(iv2)
1
3 (;&infx # [0, 1] p(x))++(1d1) supx # [0, 1] q(x)<2.
Proof. The relation g(1; *)=0 is equivalent to /^(u&1(*); *)=0, where
/^( } ; *) is the solution of the differential equation fulfilling the initial condi-
tions /^(1; *)=0 and /^$(1; *)=1. If (iv1) holds, then /^(u&1(*); *) is real
analytic in * and hence it has only a discrete set of zeros.
A generalization of Theorem 5.1 in [7] to differential equations with a
singularity implies that if
|
1
x*
(x&x*)(1&x)(r(x; *))+ dx<1&x* ,
then g( } ; *) has no zero in the interval (x* , 1]. Using the assumption (iv2)
we can estimate
|
1
x*
(x&x*)(1&x)
1&x*
(r(x; *))+ dx
|
1
x*
(x&x*)(1&x)
1&x* \(;&inf p)++
sup q
d1
}
1
x&x*+ dx
=(;&inf p)+ }
(1&x*)2
6
+
sup q
d1
}
1&x*
2

1
6
(;&inf p)++
1
2
}
sup q
d1
<1. K
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The following corollary to Theorem 5.1 shows that the absolutely con-
tinuous part of the operator A and the absolutely continuous part of the
measure _ are closely connected.
Corollary 5.1. If the conditions (iiv) are satisfied, then the absolutely
continuous part of the operator A is unitarily equivalent to the operator of
multiplication by the independent variable in the space L2_ac .
Proof. According to Corollary 2.1, the absolutely continuous part of A
is unitarily equivalent to the absolutely continuous part of the operator of
multiplication by u in the space L2(0, 1). The operator of multiplication by
u in the space L2(0, 1) is unitarily equivalent to the operator of multiplica-
tion by the independent variable in the space L2(:, ;) by means of the
isomorphism
f (x) [
f (u&1(t))
- u$(xt)
from L2(0, 1) onto L2(:, ;). This shows that the operator of multiplication
by u in L2(0, 1) is absolutely continuous. On the other hand, since _$ac>0
a.e. the mapping
f (t) [
f (t)
- _$ac(t)
establishes a unitary equivalence between the operators of multiplication
by the independent variable in the spaces L2(:, ;) and L2_$ac (:, ;). K
In the following, the components H1 , H2 in the decomposition H =
H1 H2 are considered as subspaces of H . Recall that H 0=c.l.s. [r~ z | z # C"R];
see (15). Further, H ac(H p) denotes the subspace of absolute continuity (the
subspace spanned by all eigenvectors, respectively) of the operator A .
Lemma 5.1. If the conditions (iiv) are satisfied, then the following
inclusions hold :
H1 /H ac H p /H 0 . (39)
Proof. In order to prove the second inclusion observe that according to
Theorem 3.1 the operator A |H 0 & D(A ) is unitarily equivalent to the operator
of multiplication by the independent variable in L2_ . Therefore A |H 0 & H ac & D(A )
is unitarily equivalent to the operator of multiplication by the independent
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variable in L2_ac . On the other hand, A |H ac & D(A ) also is unitarily equivalent
to this multiplication operator in L2_ac by Corollary 5.1. Since the spectra of
these operators are simple, it follows that H 0 & H ac=H ac , hence H ac /H 0 .
The operator of multiplication by the independent variable in L2_ has the
same eigenvalues as A , therefore these eigenvectors belong also to H 0 ,
hence H p /H 0 , and the second inclusion of (39) is proved.
In order to prove the first inclusion, we have to show that for f =( f0 ),
f from a dense subspace of H1 , the measure (E f , f ) has no singular
continuous component with respect to the Lebesgue measure, where E is
the spectral measure of the operator A . Let 1/(:, ;) be a closed interval
where g(0; *){0 as in the proof of Theorem 5.1. Then 1 does not contain
any eigenvalue of A . The Stieltjes inversion formula yields
(E (1) f , f )=
1
?
lim
=z0 |1 Im((A &*&i=)
&1 f , f ) d*.
It suffices to show that for some s>1,
|
1
|((A &*&i=)&1 f , f )| s d*
is bounded for =z0; cf. [14, Theorem XIII.19]. We express the resolvent
by means of the Green’s function (9)
((A &z)&1 f , f )=(&L(z)&1 f, f )=&|
1
0
|
1
0
G(x, !; z) f (!) d! f (x) dx
=|
1
0
(.(x; z) f (x) |
x
0
(!; z) f (!) d!
+(x; z) f (x) |
1
x
.(!; z) f (!) d!+ dx
+m(z) |
1
0
(!; z) f (!) d! } |
1
0
(x; z) f (x) dx. (40)
According to Theorem 5.1 the function m(z) is bounded for z=*+i=,
* # 1, and = # (0, ’) for some ’>0. If f # C([0, 1]) we shall show that
sup
= # (0, 1]
|
1 }|
1
0
(x; *+i=)}
s
d*<. (41)
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Since g and {1 (see Theorem 4.2) are bounded, we have only to study the
integral
|
1
0
g(x; z) {2(x; z) f (x) dx=|
1
0
g(x; z) f (x) |
u(x)
:
#(+)
+&z
d+ dx
=|
;
:
#(+)
+&z |
1
x+
g(x; z) f (x) dx d+
=|
;
:
#(+)
+&z |
x*
x+
g(x; z) f (x) dx d+
+|
;
:
#(+)
+&z
d+ } |
1
x*
g(x; z) f (x) dx. (42)
Here the first summand is bounded since
} |
x*
x+
g(x; z) f (x) dx }C |*&+|,
and the last integral on the right-hand side of (42) is also bounded. It
follows from [15, Theorem 5.32], that for s>1,
sup
= # (0, 1]
|
1 }|
;
:
#(+)
+&*&i=
d+ }
s
d*<.
Hence (41) is proved, and therefore we have for s> 12 ,
sup
= # (0, 1]
|
1 }m(*+i=) |
1
0
(!; *+i=) f (!) d! } |
1
0
(x; *+i=) f (x) dx }
s
d*<.
In a similar way it is shown that the integral of the s th power of the first
summand on the right-hand side in (40) is bounded. Therefore the spectrum
on 1 is absolutely continuous, and also the first inclusion in (39) is proved. K
Under the stronger assumptions about the functions p, q, and u of this
section, Theorem 3.1 can now be improved.
Theorem 5.3. If the conditions (iiv) are satisfied, then the mapping F
in (16) is an isometry from H onto L2_ . Under this isometry the operator A
is unitarily equivalent to the operator of multiplication by the independent
variable in L2_ , and A has no singular continuous spectrum.
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Proof. We will show in fact that H 0=H . The inclusions H1 /H ac 
H p/H 0 imply that H =0 /H2 . The space H
=
0 is A -invariant, and since
q{0 there is no non-trivial A -invariant subspace in H2 . Hence, H =0 is
trivial. Finally, the last statement follows from the fact that the measure _
has no singular continuous component. K
6. THE FOURIER TRANSFORMS
Assume that the conditions (iiv) are fulfilled. In this section we shall
find an explicit expression for the isomorphism F from (16) as an integral
transformation. To this end we introduce ‘‘generalized eigenvectors’’ for the
points * of the continuous spectrum. If * # [:, ;], let  ( } ; *) be the solution
of the differential equation (1) for x{x* which is continuous at x=x* and
satisfies the boundary conditions
 (0; *)= (1; *)=0,  $(0; *)=1. (43)
We show the existence and uniqueness of such a function  ( } ; *) for all *
with the exception of those for which g(0; *){0 and g(1; *)=0; but the set
of these exceptional *’s has Lebesgue measure 0.
Write  as a linear combination of the functions g and g3,
 (x; *)={a1 g(x; *)+b g(x; *) 3(x; *)a2 g(x; *)+b g(x; *) 3(x; *)
if x<x* ,
if x>x* ,
with a1 , a2 , b depending on *. The coefficient b at g3 is the same in both
intervals since  must be continuous at x* . If g(0; *){0 and g(1; *){0,
we fix some b{0 and then choose a1 and a2 to satisfy  (0; *)=0 and
 (1; *)=0. Multiplying  by some constant  $(0; *)=1 also can be fulfilled.
If g(0; *)=0, we choose b=0.
In general the function  ( } ; *) does not have a continuous derivative at
x=x* . We consider the limit
2 $(x* ; *) :=lim
=z0
( $(x*+=; *)& $(x*&=; *)), (44)
and we shall show that it exists for almost every * # [:, ;]. The function
3( } ; *) is defined for almost every * in Theorem 4.2. For those *’s
and x<x* we obtain, with a prime denoting differentiation with respect
to x,
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(g(x; *) 3(x; *))$=(g3 )$ (0; *)&|
x
0 \*& p(t)+
q(t)
u(t)&*+ g(t; *) 3(t; *) dt
=(g3 )$ (0; *)&|
x
0
(*& p(t)) g(t; *) 3(t; *) dt
&|
x
0
q(t)
u(t)&*
(&1+|(t; x*)) dt, (45)
where |(t; x*) is a continuous function of t for t<x* and with the property
|(t; x*)=O(|t&x* | log |t&x* | ), tZx* . It follows that the right-hand side
of (45) is of the form
|
x
0
q(t)
u(t)&*
dt+k&(x),
where the function k& has a limit if xZx* . In the same way, if x>x* , it
follows that
(g(x; *) 3(x; *))$=&|
1
x
q(t)
u(t)&*
dt+k+(x),
where the function k+ has a limit if xzx* . Now the existence of the limit
in (44) follows from the fact that the principal value in (34) exists almost
everywhere.
If * is an eigenvalue, then  ( } ; *) is a corresponding eigenfunction and
we can set ( } ; *) := ( } ; *) for such a *. If * is not an eigenvalue, then
 $( } ; *) is not continuous at x=x* , therefore  ( } ; *) does not belong to
the domain of A.
The function  ( } ; *) is used as the first component of the generalized
eigenvector of A . Inserting it into the eigenvalue equation, a formal calcula-
tion yields the candidate for the generalized eigenvector v~ * ,
v~ *=\
 ( } ; *)
&
v
u&*
 ( } ; *)+
2 $(x* ; *)
v(x*)
$x*+ , (46)
where $x* is the Dirac delta distribution at x* . Then the isomorphism F
becomes
F \ f1f2+ (*)=\\
f1
f2+ , v~ *+ .
This is made precise in the following theorem; p.v. denotes again the
principal value at x=x* .
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Theorem 6.1. Suppose that the assumptions (iiv) are satisfied. Then the
isomorphism F from (16) is given by the formula
F \ f1f2+ (*)=|
1
0
 (x; *) f1(x) dx&p.v. |
1
0
v(x)
u(x)&*
 (x; *) f2(x) dx
+
2 $(x* ; *)
v(x*)
f2(x*), (47)
for _-almost every * # _(A ) and ( f1f2 ) # span[r~ z | z # C"R]. If * # _p(A ) then
the last term in (47) vanishes,  (x; *)=(x; *), and we get
F \ f1f2+ (*)=|
1
0
(x; *) f1(x) dx&|
1
0
v(x)
u(x)&*
(x; *) f2(x) dx.
Proof. It is sufficient to show that (Fr~ z)(*)=1(*&z). This relation is
obtained for * # [:, ;] and with I= :=[0, 1]"(x*&=, x*+=) as follows:
(Fr~ z)(*)=F \
/( } ; z)
&
v
u&z
/( } ; z)+ (*)
=|
1
0
 (x; *) /(x; z) dx+lim
=z0 |I=
&v(x)
u(x)&*
 (x; *)
&v(x)
u(x)&z
/(x; z) dx
&
2 $(x* ; *)
v(x*)
v(x*)
u(x*)&z
/(x* ; z)
=|
1
0
 (x; *) /(x; z) dx&
2 $(x* ; *)
*&z
/(x* ; z)
+lim
=z0 |I=
1
*&z \
q(x)
u(x)&*
&
q(x)
u(x)&z+  (x; *) /(x; z) dx
=|
1
0
 (x; *) /(x; z) dx&
2 $(x* ; *)
*&z
/(x* ; z)
+lim
=z0 |I=
1
*&z
((& "(x; *)&* (x; *)+ p(x)  (x; *)) /(x; z)
+(/"(x; z)+z/(x; z)& p(x)  (x; z))  (x; *)) dx
=
1
*&z
lim
=z0 |I= (
 (x; *) /"(x; z)& "(x; *) /(x; z)) dx
&
2 $(x* ; *)
*&z
/(x* ; z)
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=
1
*&z
lim
=z0
( (x; *) /$(x; z)& $(x; *) /(x; z)) \}
x*&=
0
+ }
1
x*+=
+
&lim
=z0
 $(x*+=; *)& $(x*&=; *)
*&z
/(x* ; z)
=
1
*&z
 $(0; *) /(0; z)=
1
*&z
.
If *  [:, ;] then the calculation is the same but no special consideration
concerning the point x* is needed. K
In the following theorem the inverse transformation F&1 is described.
Theorem 6.2. Suppose that the conditions (iiv) are satisfied. Then for
F # F(span[r~ z | z # C"R])
the components of the vector function F&1(F )=: ( f1f2 ) are given by the
formulas
f1(x)=|
_(A )
 (x; *) F(*) d_(*)
and
f2(x)=p.v. |
_(A )
&v(x)
u(x)&*
 (x; *) F(*) d_(*)
+
2 $(x; u(x))
v(x)
_$ac(u(x)) u$(x) F(u(x)).
Proof. With f , g~ # span[r~ z | z # C"R], f =(
f1
f2 ), g~ =(
g1
g2), Ff =F, and
Fg~ =G, we find
( f , g~ )=(F, G )L_2 =|
_(A )
F(*) G(*) d_(*)
=|
_(A )
F(*) _|
1
0
 (x; *) g1(x) dx&p.v. |
1
0
v(x)
u(x)&*
 (x; *) g2(x) dx
+
2 $(x* ; *)
v(x*)
g2(x*)& d_(*)
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=|
1
0
|
_(A )
F(*)  (x; *) d_(*) g1(x) dx
+|
1
0
p.v. |
_(A )
F(*)
&v(x)
u(x)&*
 (x; *) d_(*) g2(x) dx
+|
_(A )
F(*)
2 $(x* ; *)
v(x*)
g2(x*) d_(*).
The last integral equals
|
;
:
F(*)
2 $(u&1(*); *)
v(u&1(*))
g2(u&1(*)) _$ac(*) d*
=|
1
0
F(u(x))
2 $(x; u(x))
v(x)
_$ac(u(x)) u$(x) g2(x) dx,
and we get finally
|
1
0 \f1(x)&|_(A ) F(*)  (x; *) d_(*)+ g1(x) dx
+|
1
0 \f2(x)&p.v. |_(A ) F(*)
&v(x)
u(x)&*
 (x; *) d_(*)
&F(u(x))
2 $(x; u(x))
v(x)
_$ac(u(x)) u$(x)+ g2(x) dx=0.
Since the functions g1 and g2 are arbitrary, the claim follows. K
If in the formulas for f1 and f2 in Theorem 6.2 the integrals over _(A )
are split into the integrals over the eigenvalues *j , j=1, 2, ..., and the
continuous spectrum, with _j=_([*j]) we get the formulas
f1(x)= :
*j # _p (A )
(x; *j) F(*j) _j+|
;
:
 (x; *) F(*) _$ac(*) d*,
f2(x)= :
*j # _p (A )
&v(x)
u(x)&*j
(x; *j ) F(*j) _ j
+p.v. |
;
:
&v(x)
u(x)&*
 (x; *) F(*) _$ac(*) d*
+
2 $(x; u(x))
v(x)
_$ac(u(x)) u$(x) F(u(x)).
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If f # L2 is fixed and the formulas of Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 are applied
to the vector function ( f0) # H , the expansion of f in the first components
of the eigenvectors and generalized eigenvectors of A , which was given in
[5], follows. As was mentioned already in the Introduction this expansion
is not unique: If one considers any vector function f =( ff2 ) with f2 # L
2, the
first component of its expansion in eigenvectors and generalized eigenvec-
tors of A gives such an expansion of f. Also, we mention again that the
results of [1] imply that under the assumption _(A)>; each function
f # L2 admits a unique expansion in the eigenfunctions of the problem (1),
(2), corresponding to the eigenvalues in the interval (;, ).
The space L2_ can also be considered as a reproducing kernel Hilbert
space L(m) of functions which are holomorphic in the upper and lower
half planes. For F # L2_ the corresponding function F # L(m) is
F (z)=|

&
F(t)
t&z
d_(t), z # C"R,
with the inner product defined by
(F , G )L(m) :=(F, G )L _2
and the reproducing kernel of L(m) is
m(z)&m(w)
z&w
.
Indeed, the relation
\ 1@}&w + (z)=|

&
1
(t&z)(t&w )
d_(t)=
m(z)&m(w)
z&w
implies
\F ( } ), m( } )&m(w)}&w +L(m)=\F( } ),
1
}&w +L _2=|

&
F(t)
t&w
d_(t)=F (w).
Denote the image in L(m) of the operator of multiplication by the
independent variable in L2_ by T. Then the resolvent of T is given by the
relation
((T&*)&1 F )(z)=\F( } )@}&*+ (z)=|

&
F(t)
(t&*)(t&z)
d_(t)
=
F (z)&F (*)
z&*
.
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An explicit expression for the corresponding isomorphism F between H
and L(m) follows from the explicit form of the images of the elements r~ ‘ :
(F r~ ‘)(z)=|

&
1
t&z
}
1
t&‘
d_(t)=\ 1}&‘ ,
1
}&z +L _2=(r~ ‘ , r~ z ).
Since the linear span of the elements r~ ‘ is dense in H , we find for f =
( f1f2) # H the relation (F f )(z)=( f , r~ z ), which implies the following theorem.
Theorem 6.3. Under the conditions (iiv) the isometry F from H onto
L(m) is given by the relation
(F f )(z)=|
1
0
/(x; z) f1(x) dx&|
1
0
v(x)
u(x)&z
/(x; z) f2(x) dx,
f =\ f1f2 + # H .
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